We present a true random number generator (TRNG) using dark noise of a CMOS image sensor. Because the proposed TRNG is based on the dark characteristics of the CMOS image sensor, it does not require any additional hardware, such as light source and optics, for providing true randomness. Therefore, it can be a promising solution for compact and low-cost mobile application. By using NIST SP 800-90B entropy assessment suite, we evaluate the min-entropy for the raw outputs of our original noise source and the final random numbers including post-processing as well. We also adopt NIST SP 800-22 statistical randomness test suite for the evaluation of the random numbers. The test results demonstrate that the generated random numbers pass all the statistical tests and have high entropy.
I. INTRODUCTION
Random number generators (RNGs) are extensively used in several traditional fields such as simulation, gaming, cryptography [1] - [3] , etc. Various types of RNGs have been developed to meet the required application performances. For example, in simulation and gaming, the pseudo random number generator (PRNG) has generated attention owing to superior characteristics such as a high bit rate, unbiased output, cost-effectiveness, and easy implementation. On the other hand, a physical random number generator, which utilizes the chaotic behavior of physical processes including thermal noise [4] , chaotic lasers [5] , circuit noise [6] - [8] , optical noise [9] , [10] , and air disturbances [11] , is adopted in cryptography that require high quality of randomness. Over the past decade, several research groups have been focusing on the quantum random number generator (QRNG) considered to be a promising solution for the true random number generator (TRNG) owing to its inherently unpredictable quantum phenomena. As a quantum source, single photon arrival time [12] , [13] , photon-number detection [14] , quantum phase fluctuation [15] - [17] , Bell state [18] , and effect of vacuum fluctuations [19] , [20] have been exploited. A QRNG The associate editor coordinating the review of this manuscript and approving it for publication was Bora Onat.
with a CMOS image sensor (CIS) has been proposed [21] . Owing to the remarkable improvements in CIS technology, it can provide image data with only a few electron level readout noise. Therefore, the photon shot noise level can be measured and utilized as a random number source. The RNG has several advantages such as cost-effectiveness, lowpower, scalability, and a high bit rate solution in contrast to a RNG using avalanche photo diodes (APDs) [12] - [14] , [18] , [22] , [23] . However, there are certain limitations for mobile application because it may need additional hardware such as a light source, complex feedback hardware for light stabilization, and optics for uniform illumination on the overall pixels. Recently, There are some reports for developing TRNG using only existing hardware in the products, such as memories [24] - [26] .
In this paper, we propose a TRNG, utilizing the dark noise of a CIS. The proposed scheme does not require any additional hardware and even can be realized with a simple software upgrade only if mobile products have CIS, which is extensively available.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows: In section II, we explain the overall architecture of the proposed TRNG. In section III, we describe the experimental results and in section IV, the statistical evaluation results of the obtained random numbers. Finally, in section V, we summarize and conclude our work.
II. OVERALL ARCHITECTURE
A pixel in the CIS consists of several transistors and a photodiode with p-n junction structure. Because the photodiode operates at reverse bias, a large depletion region is formed at the center of the p-n junction. The thermally generated electron-hole pairs in the depletion region are split by the electric field resulting from the reverse bias, generating dark current. The electron number follows Poisson distribution [22] , [23] and the dark current fluctuation is called ''dark shot noise'' [27] . Also, this noise can be utilized to realize a TRNG as the photon shot noise is used [21] .
Generally, there are additional noise sources such as readout noise, fixed pattern noise, etc., in a dark condition. These are classified as technical noise, which is predictable, if the device and environmental conditions are completely known. Therefore, the technical noise contribution in the CIS must be minimized, when realizing the TRNG. Fig. 1 (a) shows the overall architecture of the experimental test setup. As a source, we use a conventional CIS module, PS5100K, manufactured by Pixelplus. To evaluate the temperature characteristics, we place the CIS module in a heating cabinet and cover the lens cap to create a dark condition. The raw image data is transferred to a PC and the command signals for sensor control are delivered from the PC to the CIS module through a demonstration board. In the PC, the image data of each pixel is statistically analyzed.
Further, the random numbers are efficiently extracted, based on the result of the analysis in the random number extraction block. Next, in the post-processing block, for enhancing the randomness and generating an applicable data format, certain algorithms, which are described later, are executed. Although the CIS has the potential to realize all the above-described functions on a chip, in this experiment, we implement the functions with a PC software. Finally, the statistical test block analyzes the characteristics of the random numbers.
The CIS consists of 1280×720 active pixel arrays, dummy pixels, and peripheral circuitry, as shown in Fig. 1 (b) . As the lens cap is covered, all the pixels can be used as random number sources. Moreover, Dummy pixels which are inherently optically black with black material or a metal layer can be used as random number sources, even when there is no lens cap. This is a significant advantage in mobile application because the CIS can simultaneously provide high quality random numbers via the optical black pixels as well as normal color images via the active pixels. The column noise reduction circuitry minimizes the readout noise level to less than two electrons; hence, the dark shot noise can be resolved successfully. The analog noise level is converted into a digital value with 10 bits column parallel an analog to digital converter (ADC). Because the ADC can provide an analog gain, it can resolve the noise level more precisely. Control of the exposure time, gain, and frame rate are executed by simple register settings that are implemented in the chip.
III. EXPERIMENTS
We have investigated the dark noise characteristics of the CIS because it is the main source of random numbers. All the pixels are evaluated by using the dark image data obtained under a reasonable analog gain of eight and an integration time of 270 ms which is sufficient for accumulating enough dark electrons so that the main noise becomes dark noise. We accumulated 6000 of dark images to show the distributions of the hottest and coldest pixels, see Fig. 2 . A hot (cold) pixel indicates a high (low) dark current. The number of electrons can be evaluated with eight of the analog gain and resolution of ADC in the CIS. The resolution of the ADC is about 1 mV according to technical report of the CIS chip. Approximately, 180 and 12 of the dark electrons was accumulated in the hot and cold pixel during the integration time. The deviation of the hot pixel dark current is four times more than that of a cold pixel. For a faster random number generation, a greater dark current deviation pixel is better. However, most of the pixels do not exhibit a high dark current, in currently existing conventional CISs. Therefore, we have generated and analyzed the random numbers with cold pixels for a worst case evaluation.
As mentioned previously, dark noise includes dark shot noise and technical noise. To minimize the technical noise, at first, we subtract the fixed pattern noise before signal processing. Moreover, as the readout noise has been minimized to a few electrons owing to innovations in low noise readout circuits, the dark shot noise is considered as the dominant random noise source. Therefore, the dark noise should exhibit a Poisson distribution, as depicted by the round dots in Fig. 3 ; however, the experimental data (square points) does not correspond to this. This is because, in general, the ADC of the CIS cannot resolve a single electron level; i.e., the least significant bit (LSB) of the raw image data represents the signal level of multiple electrons. Therefore, the probabilities of multiple electrons should be accumulated to represent the probability of the LSB. Considering analog gain of the CIS chip, three electrons can be converted to one LSB in our CIS chip. So, the noise probability of a digital image value can be expressed as
where n ≥ 2, and X and Y are random variables on digital image value and the number of electrons, P Dark is the probability of dark shot noise which follows Poisson distribution and the n andn represent the number of electrons and the average number of electrons, respectively. Fig. 3 shows the experimental dark noise probability (square dots); when the average is 23, an ideal Poisson (round dots) distribution is displayed. Because the LSB represents three electrons and the average digital value of the pixel is 7.7 in the test sensor, the solid line and dots (triangles) are drawn by applyingn = 23 to (1). This demonstrates that the experimental probability distribution of dark noise in the cold pixels follows the probability of (1) since a statistical distance between (1) and the experimental distribution is approximately 0.104. Note that the statistical distance (SD) is used to distinguish two distributions A and B on the same sample space U, denote as
where A denotes the experimental distribution, B denotes the distribution which follows the probability of (1), and U denotes the sample space which is the set of all possible outcomes of the experiment. Thus, dark shot noise is the dominant noise source because it indirectly proves that the noise distribution is Poisson, from each dark electron.
To estimate the number of random bits extracted from dark noise, we use the min-entropy, which provides the lower bound of the binary bit that can be extracted from a random source. The min-entropy can be expressed as,
where X is a random variable with a distribution, P X (x). It quantifies the randomness of the distribution. To convert a random distribution into binary with maximum entropy, the conversion rate should be more than H min (X ). The probability distribution of dark noise at room temperature can be converted into a random number of approximately 2 bits, in the test pixel. Hence, we extracted 2 bits random numbers; i.e., we divided the noise distribution into 2 2 bins and each bin was assigned to one case of 2 bits random numbers (00, 01, 10, 11). If a noise sample value is present in the '01' bin, the raw random number '01' is generated.
Based on (1) and (3), we calculated the maximum extractable random bits with an average number of dark electrons. If the average number of dark electrons is increased, the noise distribution broadens and the maximum probability value of the noise distribution decreases. Fig. 4 (a) shows that the maximum value of the noise distribution is inversely proportional to the average number of dark electrons. The fluctuation range of the noise distribution is related to the extractable random bits, see Fig. 4 (b) . We also experimentally evaluated the noise distribution at various average dark electrons numbers, using the temperature control of the CIS chip from room temperature to 50 • C. Fig. 4 demonstrates that the experimental values (dots) agree well with the calculation (line). As higher temperature, the number of dark electron increases. The figure implies that the temperature variation due to environmental change does not spoil the shot noise of dark current. Moreover, the random number extraction parameters, such as size of the bins and extractable bits, can be easily increased with temperature control.
We carefully generated and analyzed random numbers with only 5000 of cold pixels which has relatively low dark current for pessimistic assumption. If a pixel has higher dark current, higher random number generation rate can be achieved. Therefore, if the TRNG uses all the 1280 × 720 pixels having higher dark current than 5,000 pixels, the generation rate of raw random number is at least up to 6.8Mbps. This is higher than the TRNGs using dark count of APDs [22] , [23] . In the final step, we apply a post-processing algorithm to the raw random number for acquiring true randomness, as discussed in the next section.
IV. CHARACTERIZATION AND RESULTS
As described in the previous section, the dominant randomnumber noise source is the dark shot noise. However, technical noise still exists, degrading the random number entropy; therefore, to minimize this effect, we firstly evaluate the entropy of raw random number with NIST SP 800-90B. Further, post-processing algorithm is utilized in order to increase the entropy rate of the noise sources. Finally, we also test the output sequence of post-processing algorithm with NIST SP 800-22 [28] and SP 800-90B [29] to examine the statistical properties of the output sequence. Note that NIST SP 800-22 is a statistical test suite for random and pseudorandom number sequence, and NIST SP 800-90B is an entropy estimation method to validate the quality of the entropy source, which is an output of non-deterministic process. Since the proposed TRNG is non-deterministic process, it is appropriate to use NIST SP 800-90B in order to scrutinize the statistical property of its output sequence.
A. RAW RANDOM NUMBER ENTROPY EVALUATION
NIST SP 800-90B is described in the design and test methodologies for entropy sources. It is used for entropy evaluation of noise sources. The entropy evaluation is composed of two steps: the determining the track, IID (independent and identically distributed) or Non-IID, and estimating the entropy of the given raw random sequence. Moreover, the determining the track is required at least 10 6 samples so as to stably determine the distribution of the raw random sequence. If the raw random sequence is determined as IID, then entropy of the sequence is evaluated by the most common value estimation in IID track, however, determined as Non-IID, then entropy of the raw random number is evaluated by the minimum value of 10 entropy estimates in Non-IID track. Note that the 10 entropy estimators used in Non-IID track are the most common value (MCV), collision estimation, markov estimation, compression estimation, t-tuple estimation, longest repeated substring (LRS) estimation, multiMCW prediction estimate, the lag prediction estimate, the multiMMC prediction estimate, and the LZ78Y prediction estimate.
B. POST-PROCESSING-UNIVERSAL HASHING AND HMAC
A post-processing function is used to mainly reduce the bias of the raw data distribution and renders it uniform. Thus, the post-processing function increases not only the entropy rate but also the randomness of the final number sequences. Note that entropy rate denotes entropy per bit. In this paper, we use the universal hashing, which is information-theoretically proven. We also apply a hash-based message authentication code (HMAC) approved by the cryptographic module validation program (CMVP) as a post-processing function. Furthermore, the comparison between both the algorithms is presented.
1) INFORMATION-THEORETICALLY PROVEN POST-PROCESSING
Universal hashing is the one of information-theoretically proven post-processing methods. Toeplitz matrix is wellknown as universal hashing, and it is usually conducted as the randomness extraction in TRNG [30] . Hankel matrix, which is an upside-down Toeplitz matrix, is used in the proposed TRNG as the post-processing function. The unpredictability of the output sequence of Hankel matrix is assured by leftover hash lemma [31] . In order to generate the final output sequence with information-theoretical full-entropy, the statistical distance between the distribution of the output sequence and the ideal uniform distribution is set as 2 −100 , the same as Quantis QRNG [32] . It implies that the output sequence of Hankel matrix post-processing is approximately an ideal uniform distribution. Moreover, we employ the Hankel matrix with size of 768 × 256, the input length is 768 bits and the output length is 256 bits, in order to compare with a CMVP approved post-processing method, and the random seed used to construct the Hankel matrix is generated by QRNG.
2) CMVP APPROVED POST-PROCESSING
HMAC is the one of CMVP approved post-processing methods, also known as conditioning component [29] . The output entropy of HMAC post-processing methods depends on the size of the input entropy and the primitive hash function (FIPS-approved hash function [33] , [34] ) of HMAC. In this paper, SHA-256 is employed as a primitive hash function of HMAC since SHA-256 is an efficient hash function in terms of the area and speed [35] . In order to generate final 256 bits with full-entropy, it is sufficient to input the raw random number with entropy satisfying following relation [36]:
Input entropy size ≥ (Output length of HMAC) × 2, (4) For example, when SHA-256 is used as a primitive hash function of the HMAC post-processing method, the input entropy size of the raw random number sequence is required as 512, to generate a final 256 bits with full-entropy. Since the entropy rate of raw dark noise is approximately 0.70 entropy per bit, as stated in Table 1 , at least 732 bits of raw dark noise is needed to generate the input entropy size 512, as per the following approximate formula in [29] .
Input length ≥ entropy rate = Input entropy size, (5)
C. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
NIST SP 800-90B and SP 800-22 is employed to evaluate the entropy rate and to examine the statistical randomness, respectively. We estimate the entropy rate of raw dark noise using the SP 800-90B C++ and Python code, provided by NIST [37] . For accuracy in the experiment, we have conducted five raw dark noise sample, where each sample is one million bits and is represented as sample 1, sample 2, . . . , sample 5 in Table 1 . All raw dark noise sequences are determined as Non-IID by NIST SP 800-90B, and Table 1 shows the results of NIST SP 800-90B entropy estimation on the raw dark noise sequences. The min-entropy of all raw dark noise sequences is determined by collision estimation, and the entropy rates are an approximately 0.70. Although it does not show high entropy due to the technical noise, the entropy rate of the raw data is stable as shown in Table 1 . Hence, it is able to generate stably the final output sequence with fullentropy as described in Table 2 . Table 2 describes the minentropy rate of the raw dark noise, and the post-processing results which are conducted by Hankel matrix and HMAC. Table 3 presents the NIST SP 800-22 statistical test results for the raw dark noise and the outputs of Hankel matrix and HMAC post-processing.
The experimental results in Table 2 demonstrate that the entropy rate of the final random sequences by the Hankel matrix post-processing is averagely 0.99666. Considering that an ideal random sequence is evaluated to be 0.99628 by VOLUME 7, 2019 NIST SP 800-90B, the post-processing results provide an approximate full-entropy.
D. AUTOCORRELATION
We tested the autocorrelation, which measures the serial correlation within an output sample. On applying 10 Mbit output random string and its n-bits delayed string, no spikes were observed (see Fig. 5 ). We computed the autocorrelation as a function of the delays from 1-2000. The standard deviation of the autocorrelation was approximately 1.56×10 −4 , implying that no particular correlation exists.
V. CONCLUSION
We have proposed and demonstrated a TRNG, using the dark noise in the CIS chip. The experimental results and statistical test assure that a full entropy true random string of up to 2.4 Mbps can be generated, using dark noise of 1280 × 720 active pixel arrays. The proposed TRNG can be easily implemented in any portable device with a conventional CIS. In any portable device with an existing conventional CIS, random numbers can be generated by a simple software upgrade. Moreover, our proposed scheme can provide a color image and a random number simultaneously, if the random number is generated with OBP pixels only. Therefore, it has the potential to become the prevalent technology. 
